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The Chapbooks and Broadsides of James 
Chalmers III, Printer in Aberdeen: Some 
Re-discoveries and Initial Observations on 
His Woodcuts
I A I N B E AVA N
B A C K G R O U N D
This essay consists of two related elements. First, an empirical discussion 
of recent evidence to emerge for chapbook and broadside production in 
Aberdeen. Second, a consideration of some features of the woodcuts used by 
James Chalmers III and other chapbook printers, which, in the present context, 
provide the central evidential theme of this investigation.
Previous and contemporary scholars have argued that the north-east of 
Scotland has the richest ballad and popular song tradition in Britain, and that 
an analysis of Francis Child’s still unsurpassed and authoritative fi ve-volume 
compilation, The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, shows that ‘one-third 
of Child’s Scottish texts and almost one-third of his A-texts [his base or ‘prime’ 
texts, from which variants may be identifi ed] come from Aberdeenshire’.1 
Moreover, ‘of some 10,000 variants of Lowland Scottish songs recorded by 
the School of Scottish Studies [of Edinburgh University] … several thousand 
are from the Aberdeen area alone’.2 From the early eighteenth century, popular 
lowland Scottish song had found itself expressed in printed form, early 
appearances having been James Watson’s Choice Collection of Comic and 
Serious Scots Poems, 3 parts (Edinburgh, 1706–11), followed by the Edinburgh 
Miscellany (Edinburgh, 1720) and Allan Ramsay’s Tea-table Miscellany 
(Edinburgh, 1723).3 From the mid-eighteenth century also, Scottish chapbook 
texts appeared in ever increasing numbers, given over to different sub-genres, 
including histories, prophecies, humorous stories and collections of songs 
(often called garlands). Bringing together the undoubted richness of the oral 
tradition of north-east Scotland, and the availability (from the mid-century) of 
Scottish songs and ballads in cheap printed form, there has been an entirely 
reasonable assumption that there was a signifi cant measure of interaction and 
mutual adoption between the printed word and the orally-presented ballad. 
Thus Thomas Crawford: ‘They [the chapbooks] sometimes contained songs 
which their printers acquired from oral tradition; while, conversely, townsfolk 
and country people might learn songs from printed copies, only to transmit 
them to others by oral communication.’4 Moreover, literacy skills increased 
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throughout the north-east, ‘its major phase occurring … in the second … half 
of the century’.5 In general, then, the extensive, rural, north-east of Scotland 
offered considerable potential for chapbook sales. 
As Aberdeen itself was the regional capital of this sparsely populated and 
sometimes isolated hinterland and had supported an active printing trade since 
the 1620s, questions have been raised as to the level of chapbook production in 
the city itself. Yet this is the very point at which scholars encounter a relative 
dearth of comment and analysis, and what has been said largely lacks specifi c 
detail. John Morris has acknowledged that there was some chapbook printing 
in Aberdeen, and has claimed, indisputably, that the quantity produced was 
far below that emanating from any one of the individual centres of production 
in the Central Belt – Glasgow, Paisley, Stirling, Falkirk and Edinburgh. This 
relatively low level of production in the north-east is attributed to the fact 
that the region lay beyond the main north–south and east–west distribution 
routes of the Central Belt.6 However, this strand of the argument may not be 
quite as convincing as fi rst it appears. It is clear that, in spite of relatively 
low population density levels, chapbooks were available for sale in the north-
east and that, in general, the book trade in Aberdeen was not, in distributional 
terms, at all isolated, but had good contacts with the trade elsewhere in Scotland 
and, more widely, in Britain. In this respect we can cite the Chalmers family 
fi rm of Aberdeen which was able to maintain widespread points of sale and 
distribution for the annual Aberdeen Almanack which had been published since 
the seventeenth century and which the company restarted in 1771. 
Taking the establishment of the Chalmers family in Aberdeen in 1736 as 
a useful starting point, there are only three other fi rms with printing presses 
known to have been in business in the city over the remainder of that century: 
John Boyle (1760–1805, as Bruce and Boyle, 1767–69); Francis Murray 
(1752–68, as Douglas & Murray, 1767–69) and Andrew Shirrefs (1783–91).
John Fairley, the authority on and collector of chapbooks, records only 
sixteen such texts (eleven by Chalmers; fi ve by Imlay or Keith) printed in 
Aberdeen before the appearance of more modern recensions starting in the 
1860s.7 The Chalmers chapbooks listed by Fairley are all in the National 
Library of Scotland’s Lauriston Castle Collection. Kellas Johnstone’s 
extensive notes, prepared as a continuation into the eighteenth century, of his 
monumental two-volume Bibliographia Aberdonensis (1929–30), are helpful 
in his ascription of seven religious chapbooks to James Chalmers III.8 More 
recently, W.R. McDonald has noted that ‘there was some indication that 
[James] Chalmers […] was active in the … chap-book market’ and drawn 
attention to that printer’s advertisement in his 1783 edition of The ABC with 
the Shorter Catechism that he could supply story books and ballads from his 
printing offi ce. McDonald has added that ‘chap-books … are notoriously 
ephemeral publications, and few from [James] Chalmers’s press survive’.9 A 
fuller advertisement has since come to light, again in a religious text printed 
by Chalmers, Translations and Paraphrases of Several Passages of Sacred 
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Scripture (1776), in which he lists a long series of ‘story books, Godly books, 
ballads and song books’ available for sale from his premises. The list includes 
books of proverbs, catechisms, ‘Cherry and the Slae’, ‘Peden’s Prophetical 
Sermons’, ‘the famous book called Gesta Romanorum’, The Mevis,10 Robinson 
Crusoe, ‘Lives of the Pyrates’, Valentine and Orson, The Whole Prophecies 
of Thomas Rymer and Tom Thumb’s Play Books’. Some of the above are 
known (or presumed) to have been printed by Chalmers, others bought in by 
the printer from elsewhere and offered for sale. But it was Duff, Bushnell and 
Dix who, as shall become apparent, got closest to an accurate generalisation on 
Chalmers, when they observed that ‘he was the printer of many Chap-books, 
most of which have become rare’.11 
Other members of the Aberdeen book trade offer momentary insights into 
the regional chapbook trade. John Boyle, in an extended footnote to his 1765 
advertisement for a new edition of Tate and Brady’s Psalms, drew attention to 
his having ‘a large Assortment of Chapman Books’, but no details regarding 
these publications’ titles were provided.12 Four years earlier, in 1761, the 
bookseller Robert Farquhar inserted a list of ‘Chapman-books at 6d each’ in 
his Catalogue of Curious and Valuable Books to be Disposed of by Way of Sale, 
which included some well-known titles: ‘History of fair Rosamond’, ‘History of 
the 7 champions’, ‘Look e’re you Leap’ and [pseudo-]Aristotle’s ‘Midwifery’, 
his ‘Master-piece’, and his ‘Problems’.13 In 1801, Alexander Keith, printer and 
bookseller in Aberdeen, was able to offer his ‘extensive assortment of Prints, 
Pamphlets, catechisms, Song Books, Childrens Books, and Ballads &c.’ on 
wholesale and retail terms.14 Keith himself printed a few chapbooks and also 
had some produced for him by Peter Buchan of Peterhead. It is on Buchan 
that much scholarly attention has tended to fall because of his considerable 
importance as an early nineteenth-century ballad collector and also because of 
the subsequent editorial work he undertook and the emendations he made on 
the texts that he published, most notably in his Gleanings of Scotch, English, 
and Irish Scarce Old Ballads (1825) and his two-volume Ancient Ballads 
and Songs of the North of Scotland (1828).15 Buchan himself had received 
limited training, in Stirling, at the press of Mary Randall, who is recognised 
as one of the most prolifi c chapbook producers in central Scotland.16 And, 
when in business as a printer on his own account, Buchan produced over thirty 
chapbooks between 1817 and 1826.17 
There is evidence – though again usually of a generalised nature – that 
chapbook sellers worked their way both through the city and the region 
beyond.18 Whilst the pleas found in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 
Scottish almanacs for the attention of chapmen and good wishes for their 
prosperity often have a conventional character, it was undoubtedly not an 
empty convention.19 There was a signifi cant level of mutual dependence in 
that the chapmen provided a method of widespread distribution, whilst the 
almanacs themselves carried dates of fairs and markets at which the itinerant 
sellers could set up their pitches. Furthermore, such mutual dependence 
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encouraged accuracy and reliability in the details of dates, places and events. 
It is also pertinent to point out that by the end of the eighteenth century the 
distinction that had held between almanacs (which are utilitarian in nature) 
and chapbooks (which are mostly for entertainment) was not in all respects 
absolute. Kellas Johnstone’s observation that, ‘failing to improve with the 
progress of time …, the [counterfeit] Aberdeen Almanac became a degenerate 
halfpenny chapbook’, is dismissive but he is nevertheless right in that, by the 
1790s and thereafter, ‘droll stories’ and ‘currous [i.e. curious] anecdotes’ were 
being included with the main block of text.20
John Magee, ‘pedlar and fl ying stationer’, recorded his itinerary in the fi rst 
years of the nineteenth century, from Inverness along the Moray Firth through 
Nairn, Elgin and Banff, and then south to Aberdeen and onward to Dundee.21 
Peter Duthie, ‘fl ying stationer’, who died in 1812, apparently travelled 
throughout Scotland and sold copies of the Aberdeen Almanack, along with 
editions of Thomas the Rhymer and ‘Arry’s ware for lads and lasses, / which 
for the highest wisdom passes’.22 Willie Gunn worked the Angus and Mearns 
regions to the south of Aberdeen,23 whilst William Cameron (‘Hawkie’), 
chapbook and song sheet seller, attended a ‘fair between Aberdeen and 
Stonehaven’, sometime after 1815, and stayed in the Gallowgate, Aberdeen, for 
fi ve weeks. He then ‘went to a fair in Old Meldrum and stayed in an alehouse’. 
Cameron was ‘never out of Aberdeenshire for four months, and during that 
time … travelled the banks of the Dee and the Don on each side of the city, 
upwards of thirty miles’.24 However, Charles Leslie, ballad singer and seller, 
born in Pitcaple, Aberdeenshire, who died aged 105 and whose biography 
has been recorded in a number of scholarly publications, was a very well-
known personality. Probably printed in the year of his death, 1782, the Garioch 
Garland recorded how – and where – his presence would be missed. A number 
of verses speak of his fame in Aberdeen itself, and in Strathbogie, the Garioch, 
Angus, Buchan and Mar – all areas in the north-east. Indeed, he was apparently 
known in ‘all the gentlemen’s houses in the several shires of Aberdeen, Banff, 
Mearns and Forfar’.25 Moreover, it is just possible that we know a little more 
about Charles Leslie than we think we do. M. E. Brown has drawn attention to 
the intriguing, but as yet unsupported belief held both by Sir Walter Scott and 
the Aberdonian scholar, William Walker, that the Ballad Book (1827), edited 
by G. R. Kinloch, with its introductory ‘Biographia Lesleyana’, is effectively 
a transcription of ‘items of Leslie’s stock-in-trade’.26 
Alexander (‘Saunders’) Laing, described as a ‘fl ying stationer, book-
canvasser and chapman’ and also recognised as an editor of three printed 
ballad collections,27 came to know the rural north-east and its history intimately 
while peddling his own compilations. Some chapmen did not sell books, and 
of those that did, many carried a wide variety of other merchandise – cloth, 
utensils for making clothes, small articles of clothing, and animal skins being 
often mentioned.28 This more general pattern of sale was probably the case 
with those listed amongst the subscribers, all of whom lived outwith the city, 
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to The Lama Sabachthani; or, the Cry of the Son of God (Glasgow: printed 
for Andrew and Alex. Barclay, Merchants in Old Meldrum, 1761). William 
King, chapman in ‘Rhynis’, i.e. Rhynie, agreed to take 12 copies, as did John 
Ironside, chapman of ‘Tyvis’ (probably Tarves).29 
Bannerman’s Aberdeen Worthies offers us two urban insights: the fi rst, of 
a blind man and his wife ‘who for years entertained … [the] subjects of … 
[Aberdeen] with some of the more sublime productions of the day, “a’ i’ the 
same ballant, for a bawbee”’. And from the window of the bookshop of Mrs 
Thomson (d.1794) could sometimes be seen ‘King Pipin’, ‘Death of Cock 
Robin’, ‘Lothian Tom’, ‘Willie and Eppy’ and the ‘Witty Jests of George 
Buchanan’.30 
E V I D E N C E:  T H E C H A P B O O K A N D B R O A D S I D E W O O D C U T S
Two composite volumes, one in the Lilly Library, Indiana University, and the 
other in the British Library, can together modify assessments of the output 
of chapbooks and broadsides in Aberdeen. The volume in the Lilly Library 
includes thirty-one Aberdeen-printed chapbooks, with partial imprints (very 
few carry a date of publication), whilst the volume in the British Library consists 
of forty different broadsides which do carry printed dates of production but 
no further information. When the contents of the two volumes are compared, 
some important insights emerge. 
The contents of the composite volume in the Lilly Library are currently 
listed in that Library’s specialist online catalogue of chapbooks, but do not 
appear (at the time of writing) in ESTC, though the absence of dates of printing 
make any inclusion in that database particularly hazardous. The Lilly Library 
composite volume has a solid provenance. There is a pencilled note on the 
upper endpaper that it was ‘From John Hill Burton’s Library’. Fortunately, this 
statement can be confi rmed by the volume’s appearance in the sale catalogue 
of Burton’s library in 1881, where it is listed as ‘Aberdeen Garlands and Chap. 
Books, a collection of about 26 in 1 vol. half morocco. Aberdeen 1801’.31 At 
this point, the volume drops out of sight, but it reappears in 1929 – included 
on the ‘on approval’ invoice of Thomas Warburton of Manchester offering, 
inter alia, ‘31 Aberdeen Chap Books c1790’, at US$30, and thus constitutes 
one of the earlier items purchased by George Ball in the establishment of what 
has become the outstanding Elizabeth Ball Collection of Historical Children’s 
Materials.32 
The re-discovery of the previous ownership of the volume by John Hill 
Burton, historian, records scholar, miscellaneous writer and legal author, caused 
some initial concern, given the popular – and ostensibly accurate – story that 
he had been instrumental in perpetrating a deception on the Peterhead printer, 
Peter Buchan. Burton, with others, had succeeded in composing and passing 
off as genuine, a ballad, Chil Ether, when in fact it was a modern forgery, yet 
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accepted, edited and emended by Buchan as authentically old.33 What this does 
demonstrate, however, in Burton’s favour, was his considerable familiarity 
with and knowledge of the genre. Born in Aberdeen in 1809 and subsequently 
educated at Marischal College, Burton probably collected these chapbooks 
before his leaving to pursue a career in Edinburgh, a little after 1826. 
The contents of this composite volume in Indiana have together acted as a 
catalyst, and provided a key, for a closer study of the production of chapbooks 
and cognate forms of popular print in the north-east. The Lilly Library volume 
comprises twenty-three chapbooks printed in Aberdeen by J. Chalmers & Co., 
a form of imprint used by the fi rm between 1770 and 1810, the other eight 
by Alexander Keith or Alexander Imlay, at work in Aberdeen in the early 
nineteenth century. 
Tom Crawford has consistently held that the items in the relevant composite 
volume of ballads in the British Library34 were printed in Aberdeen, and in this 
he has been supported by David Buchan.35 But neither scholar has developed 
their reasons for their attribution of these broadside ballads to Aberdeen, though 
Crawford does draw attention to the large number of references to the city 
within them.36 It is perhaps worth noting at this point that ESTC assigns them 
provisionally to Edinburgh. Technically, whether they should all be regarded 
as broadsides, or, as ESTC has done, to consider some as uncut slip-songs,37 
is a nice point, but in so far as they are uncut, researchers are helped by being 
able to see the entire side (text and woodcuts) of a printed sheet, and the extent 
of the conclusions provisionally reached in these notes would probably have 
been nigh impossible had the sheets been cut, and the ballads separated. 
If we bring together the fourteen (out of the total of twenty-three) Chalmers 
chapbooks in Indiana which are not recorded elsewhere, a lesser number of re-
discoveries in the Bodleian Library, Oxford University, Glasgow and Princeton 
University Libraries, and those that have been long known about, we arrive at a 
total of forty-fi ve titles explicitly printed by the Aberdeen fi rm. (See appendix 
for interim list and census.) Altogether the title-page and end-piece woodcuts 
in these forty-fi ve chapbooks constitute a body of detail that is suffi cient to 
allow a series of inferences to be made, to a high level of probability, as to 
the place of printing, and the printer of the aforementioned broadsides in the 
British Library.38 
Furthermore, a close examination of woodcuts used in chapbooks can have 
an unsettling effect on otherwise unchallenged hypotheses, yet not necessarily 
advance our knowledge of who actually undertook the printing – or when. 
In short, they can complicate matters. It is, for example, generally asserted 
that the eight Gaelic chapbooks, all with the imprint, ‘printed and sold by the 
publisher, Inverary’, actually came from the press of the Glasgow printer, 
Thomas Duncan, for the chapman, Peter Turner, and are dated to c. 1810.39 
This may indeed still be the case, but at least two of the Gaelic chapbooks 
have title-page woodcuts that were used broadly contemporaneously by James 
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Robertson, the major chapbook printing fi rm in Glasgow’s Saltmarket (Figures 
1 and 2).40 
Whilst the sceptic may argue that it is always possible to demonstrate 
the invalidity of such inferences by bringing forth (a) counter example(s), 
this article puts forward a view that the evidence to be presented is strong, 
consistent, points in one direction only, and that there is currently nothing 
demonstrable that would invalidate or falsify the conclusions arrived at. 
Indeed, far from arguing that Crawford and David Buchan were wrong about 
the British Library broadsides, these notes set out with a more constructive and 
agreeable aim, to corroborate their stance, and also to go further, to identify the 
printer concerned as James Chalmers III of Aberdeen. But clearly, such a series 
of assertions stands in need of both demonstration and justifi cation. 
The broadsides have a clear stylistic and temporal coherence in that the 
great majority is dated in a particular way, by month and year, over a limited 
time-span, thirteen months between May 1775 and June 1776, and the paper 
stock used looks very similar in all cases. All but one of the broadsides have 
chain lines running horizontally, between 2.5 and 2.7cms apart. 
Summarily, we can directly attribute fi fteen of the different broadsides 
to Chalmers, as they carry woodcuts or type ornaments that appear in his 
chapbooks and other publications (that carry the fi rm’s imprint). Moreover, 
a further eighteen broadsides can be indirectly attributed to him, in so far as 
these carry woodcuts and type ornaments that appear, not in the chapbooks 
themselves, but in the fi fteen broadsides directly attributed to the printer. The 
result of this is that of the forty different broadsides in the British Library 
composite volume only seven cannot be assigned to the Chalmers press on the 
grounds of woodcut or broader typographical use. 
W O O D C U T S I N  C H A L M E R S’S  C H A P B O O K S A N D B R O A D S I D E S: 
E X A M P L E S  O F  D I R E C T AT T R I B U T I O N
The woodcut used on the title-page of the chapbook, The Rock and The Wee 
Pickle Tow (Figure 3) is that of the beheading of Holofernes by Judith. It has its 
origin in the deuterocanonical Book of Judith, a scene frequently depicted by 
Renaissance and Baroque artists. In the present context, however, its importance 
lies in the fact that it also appears at the head of the broadside Charly is My 
Darling [and] O’er Bogie [and] The Wandering Shepherdess. The woodcut 
image on the chapbook and on the broadside has the same dimensions (approx. 
4.4 x 4.8 cms). 
Similarly, three chapbooks, the Chearful Companion […], the Cruel 
Cooper of Kirkaldy and the Sailor’s Tragedy […], all carry the same woodcut 
of a fi ve-bay country house on their respective title-pages. This woodcut is 
also found on two broadsides, Babes in the Wood [and] the Rainy Bow, and the 
Ravelled Booking of the Ord [and] Ranty Tanty. In all impressions (including 
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both chapbooks and broadsides) the woodcut measures (approx. 2.3 x 4.3 
cms). A further example is that of the standard personifi cation of mortality and 
death as the Grim Reaper, which appears on the chapbook, Three Excellent 
New Songs; called The Wicked Wife […] (see Thomas the Rhymer, Figure 10) 
and also, appositely, on two broadsides, The Gallant Grahams [and] Captain 
Johnston’s Last Farewell (Figure 7), as well as, separately, The Six Stages of 
Man’s Life Displayed [and] the Heavenly Damsel; or, The Parent’s Blessing 
(approx. 4.0 x 4.0 cms). 
W O O D C U T S:  C H A L M E R S’S  C H A P B O O K S,  B R O A D S I D E S  A N D 
O T H E R F O R M S O F  P U B L I C AT I O N 
However, the woodcuts used by Chalmers in his chapbooks were not limited 
to that particular form of publication. Alexander Taitt’s Right of the House 
of Stewart to the Crown of Scotland, printed by Chalmers in 1746, and John 
Bisset’s Sermon Preached in the New-church of Aberdeen (1749) carry on their 
respective title-pages an ornament piece of a stylised fl ower basket. That same 
ornament piece appears in Ravelled Booking of the Ord [and] Ranty Tanty and 
Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady [and] The Sorrowful Lover’s 
Regrate […]. In all cases the piece measures (approx. 2.5 x 2.0 cms). 
However, the examples provided so far, although persuasive, do not quite 
counter the hypothetical objection that the woodcuts may have been acquired 
by Chalmers & Co. for his series of chapbooks from an unknown printer, either 
earlier or later than the production of the broadsheets. But there is one woodcut 
the use of which renders such an objection if not impossible, then certainly 
extremely implausible. The woodcut of a candle-maker appears several times, 
on 9 July 1770 and on 17 September 1770, in the advertising columns of the 
Aberdeen Journal, a newspaper owned and printed by the Chalmers family 
(Figure 4). That same woodcut block makes an appearance in the broadside, 
Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady [and] The Sorrowful Lover’s 
Regrate […], which was printed in May 1776. However, the block of the 
candle-maker reappears as an advertisement in the Aberdeen Journal of 6 
October 1777, that is, after the printing of the broadsides. In all instances, the 
block measures (approx. 2.5 x 2.3 cms). Circumstances can be imagined that 
might account for the woodcut’s movement between James Chalmers and an 
unknown printer, but such complexities unnecessarily challenge the reasonable 
explanation, which is simply that it had remained in Chalmers’s possession all 
the time. 
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C H A L M E R S’S  W O O D C U T S:  E X A M P L E S  O F  I N D I R E C T 
AT T R I B U T I O N – F R O M B R O A D S I D E TO B R O A D S I D E
If we accept that the direct attribution to Chalmers of fi fteen broadsides is 
secure, then what of those that can be attributed indirectly? The title-page of 
the chapbook, The Mournful Lady’s Garland (Figure 5), carries a woodcut 
that was somehow split, with apparently no right-hand border, but which can 
be seen in its entirety on the broadside, The Wandering Jew [and] Barbara 
Allen’s Cruelty (Figure 6; the left-hand element of the composition (as in The 
Mournful Lady’s Garland) measures approx. 7.8 x 4.2 cms.)
But that particular broadside additionally carries a woodcut of two knights 
fi ghting (positioned over Barbara Allen’s Cruelty), which is not currently 
known to appear on any of Chalmers’s chapbooks. If The Wandering Jew 
[and] Barbara Allen’s Cruelty is assigned to Chalmers then it is a reasonable 
hypothesis that another broadside of the same or close date carrying the same 
woodcut of the knights fi ghting could also be regarded as printed by Chalmers, 
unless there was stronger evidence to the contrary. And indeed, the woodcut 
of the two knights fi ghting with lances appears in the broadside Chevy-Chace 
[and] Hearts of Oak [and] Clout the Cauldron. 
Further examples can be brought forward. It has been shown above that 
some of the woodcuts used in Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady 
[and] The Sorrowful Lover’s Regrate […] confi rm its printing by Chalmers 
& Co. A particular memento mori woodcut was placed above A Dialogue 
between Death and a Beautiful Lady. It also appears in The Black-a-moor in 
the Wood [and] Balance a Straw [and] The Bonnet so Blue wherein it is the 
only woodcut block, but its presence is suffi cient to suggest that Chalmers & 
Co. were responsible for the printing of that broadside also. 
C H A L M E R S’S  W O O D C U T S:  E X A M P L E S  O F  P R E V I O U S U S E
The establishment of ownership of the various chapbook and broadside 
woodcuts provides a basis from which to consider other material printed 
in Aberdeen. It can also confi rm suspicions regarding the printers of texts 
printed in that city before the broadsides. The Gallant Grahams [and] Captain 
Johnston’s Last Farewell carries three woodcuts above the fi rst ballad. The 
central coat of arms appears as the tailpiece to The Rock and The Wee Pickle 
Tow, but the more interesting one is that of a man and woman, cudgels in hands 
(Figure 7). It appears as a tailpiece (approx. 3.6 x 5.5 cms) to the chapbooks, 
Three Excellent New Songs; called the Irish Wedding […], with an explicit 
imprint citing Chalmers & Co. as the printers, and also on the title-page of 
Four Excellent New Songs: The New Way of the Lass of Benochie […], the 
imprint of which merely records, ‘Printed at Aberdeen October, 1793’. But 
its fi rst appearance on a local production was much earlier, on the chapbook, 
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Peter and Betterish; or, The Woman’s Spleen Abated, which carries the simple 
imprint ‘Aberdeen: printed in 1739’. The evidence now before us is thus 
suffi ciently strong to attribute this 1739 chapbook to James Chalmers II, the 
founding printer of the fi rm, who had started work in Aberdeen three years 
earlier, in 1736. 
As already indicated, connections can be found, not only between chapbook 
and broadside, but between chapbook or broadside and other material printed 
in Aberdeen. Two chapbooks printed by Chalmers & Co., The Songster’s 
Delight, being a Choice Collection of Songs, containing My Nannie O […] 
and The Cruel Step-Mother, or the Unhappy Son […], carry on their title-
pages what was a rather tired factotum (Figure 8; approx. 4.6 x 4.6 cms). It is 
a venerable typographical piece and can be traced back to James Urquhart’s 
Placita nonnulla philosophica de rerum cognitione (Aberdeen: successors of 
John Forbes [i.e James Nicol], 1710). 
The broadside, Gill Morice [and] Time Enough Yet, printed in 1775, carries 
an ornamental headpiece, which is stylistically anachronistic, and can be 
shown to have been used nearly seventy years beforehand, in William Smith’s 
Theses philosophicae (Aberdeen: successors of John Forbes, 1708) and, again, 
in David Anderson’s Dissertatio theologica inauguralis de peccato originali 
(Aberdeen: successors of John Forbes 1711). We therefore have a likely chain 
of provenance for this woodcut, from John Forbes’ widow to James Nicol, 
who retired in 1736, to be succeeded as the offi cial town’s printer, by James 
Chalmers II.41 
The broadside, Charly is my Darling [and] O’er Bogie [and] The Wandering 
Shepherdess, has a series of woodcuts at its head, one of which is the coat 
of arms of Marischal College, Aberdeen, set sideways on the sheet. Very 
similar woodcuts were employed by Chalmers’s predecessors when printing 
that college’s graduation theses, and it also appears as a blind stamp on some 
bindings. It is hard to see why such a woodcut – one called upon for specifi c 
events at a particular institution – should have left Aberdeen, as that is where 
it was most enduringly useful. And any doubt about the printer of this edition 
of Charly is my Darling […] and the provenance of the woodcuts can be put 
aside as what started life as a cut of Charles II (its use presumably suggested by 
the song, Charly is My Darling, referring to Charles Edward Stewart) appears 
on the last page of Chalmers’s printing, in 1753, of T. H.’s The Child’s Guide. 
C H A L M E R S’S  W O O D C U T S:  I D E N T I F Y I N G T H E P R I N T E R
The woodcuts under consideration can provide evidence as to the printer of 
Aberdeen chapbooks that have no named printer. Bibliographers may now 
ascribe a further twenty chapbooks (allowing for a vagueness in the defi nition 
of ‘chapbook’) to Chalmers, though this total does include the seven of a 
religious nature identifi ed long ago by Kellas Johnstone. 
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The Garioch Garland […], printed in late 1782 or 1783, is a chapbook that 
has been closely studied and which celebrates the life of the chapman Charles 
Leslie. It has no imprint and carries on its last page a woodcut that reasonably 
accurately depicts the subject himself. It was obviously especially cut for the 
garland, as it carries the incised initials ‘CL’. The woodcut (approx. 9.0 x 5.7 
cms) also appears in Chalmers’s Four Excellent New Songs; called Bryan 
O’Lin […] (Figure 9), which cannot realistically have been printed before 
The Garioch Garland […]. But the presence of the woodcut in the Garioch 
Garland […], combined with some of the verses mourning James Chalmers’s 
loss of a source of income –
Those Songs in the long Nights of Winter,
Bonny Laddie, Highland Laddie;
He made, and Chalmers was the Printer,
My bonny Highland Laddie. (lines 84–87) 
– together point to James Chalmers having been the printer of The Garioch 
Garland. 
There are two Aberdeen editions (1774 and 1779, neither with named 
printer) of The Whole Prophecies of […] Thomas the Rymer, with Marvellous 
Merlin […]. There is evidence that the earlier edition came from Chalmers’s 
press, as there is a work, with a close approximation to the actual title, which 
appears in the printer’s advertisement at the end of his edition of Translations 
and Paraphrases of Several Passages of Sacred Scripture (1776).42 The matter 
can now be settled: both editions were printed by Chalmers. The last page 
of the 1774 edition carries fi ve woodcuts (Figure 10), one of which is the 
‘Grim Reaper’ as it appears in Three Excellent New Songs; called The Wicked 
Wife […], explicitly printed by Chalmers, but the 1774 edition also carries a 
woodcut of an astronomer (or astrologer) and globe (approx. 4.7 x 4.6 cms) 
which is to be found on π1v in the 1779 version (Figure 11). Furthermore, the 
horizontal woodcut of the astronomer using a navigational cross-staff (approx. 
3.9 x 7.2 cms) was used partially to decorate the broadside, John Armstrong’s 
Last Good-night [and] The Downfall of Gilderoy [and] An Excellent New 
Song Intituled, Love will Find out the Way, 1776. And if further evidence was 
wanted that Chalmers printed John Armstrong’s Last Good-night [and] The 
Downfall of Gilderoy […] a comparison of the woodcut of the bottle on that 
broadside with the cut on The Jolly Young Fellow […], a chapbook explicitly 
printed by Chalmers, indicates that they are the same. 
Some 40 years later, about 1816, the ‘astronomer and globe’ woodcut that 
appeared in the two editions (1774/1779) of Thomas the Rymer re-appeared in 
Scottish popular literature, emanating from the Stirling press of John Fraser & 
Co. who printed a 24-page chapbook, The Prophecies of Thomas the Rhymer 
[…]. Chalmers evidently disposed of some of his woodcuts, at least two of 
which came into the possession (directly or otherwise is not known) of the 
Figure 10: Thomas the Rhymer, The Whole Prophecies [...]. Aberdeen, 1774 
(British Library. 10761.i.10(2)) 
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Stirling fi rm. The title-page of Fraser’s printing of The Lass near Woodhouslee 
[…] carries on its title-page a woodcut of a bird on the wing that also appeared 
decades earlier on Chalmers’s production of The Songster’s Delight, […] 
My Nannie O […] (Figure 12). The second woodcut of the astronomer (or 
astrologer) that appears in the 1774 edition of Thomas the Rhymer (see above) 
and positioned beside the ‘Grim Reaper’ also travelled south. It was used on 
the title-page of the Glasgow-printed Be a Good Boy and Take Care of Yourself 
[…], dated to c. 1825. 
The Aberdeen printer, Alexander Keith is known to have printed a few 
chapbooks in the fi rst decade of the nineteenth century, and at least two of 
Chalmers’s woodcuts were acquired by him. Some woodcuts were popular 
choices by Chalmers and, later, Keith. The rectangular woodcut (approx. 4.8 x 
6.4 cms) of a trader, sitting on a barrel and smoking tobacco, was something of 
a favourite, as it appears in Four Excellent New Songs; called The Greenland 
Fishery […] (Figure 13), The Sailor Bold […] and the broadside, The 
Greenwich Garland […], all from Chalmers’s press, and then in Alexander 
Keith’s An Excellent New Song, entitled Young Beichan and Susie Pye […] 
(Figure 14).
The Comical and Witty Jokes of John Falkirk the Merry Piper (Aberdeen: 
printed in the year 1790) is yet another chapbook that was probably printed by 
Chalmers & Co., and this assertion is made on the basis of two woodcut blocks 
that appear on page 12. The ‘Daily Post’ factotum (approx. 2.9 x 2.8 cms) was 
used in identifying news columns in the Aberdeen Journal (for 1 May 1775) 
and the other, an advertising block for ‘Betton’s True and Genuine British Oil’, 
graced the broadside, A Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady [and] 
The Sorrowful Lover’s Regrate; or, The Low-lands of Holland. 
Given his authority and intimate knowledge of Aberdeen printers, there is 
no good reason to assume that Kellas Johnstone’s ascription of seven religious 
chapbooks to Chalmers is wrong. Indeed, there is physical evidence from two 
of them to support his claim. Chalmers’s 1782 edition of Thomas Wilcox’s 
frequently reprinted, and assumedly popular A Choice Drop of Honey from the 
Rock Christ, carries, on page 16, the same circular woodcut block of Marischal 
College arms (diameter 6.3 cms) as Charly is my Darling […]. 
Laurence Price’s A Key to Open Heaven’s Gate!, printed by Chalmers 
in 1784, carries on its title-page the same, rectangular, rather regal-looking 
woodcut (Figure 15) as The Maid’s Hopes in the Lottery [and] The Lass on 
the Brow of the Hill. (A third religious chapbook, Cogitations upon Death, or 
Mirror of Man’s Misery, has a rectangular woodcut, not known to have been 
used elsewhere, with conventional symbols of mortality and death.)
We are left with at least one major question: Which came fi rst, the 
broadsides or the chapbooks? Direct evidence is thin, but what we know 
suggests that some of the chapbooks were printed very near the end of the 
eighteenth century. Leaf [A]4 of the Lilly Library’s copy of Jocky to the Fair 
[…] carries a watermark date of 1797, and there is some textual evidence in 
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the other chapbooks consistent with this late-century date. The song, Croppies 
Lie Down, in the Agreeable Songster […], refers, in a manner typical of the 
time, to those regarded as antipathetic to the government in the Irish Rebellion 
of 1798.43 The highly patriotic tone of The Recruiting Serjeant in The Sailor 
Bold. To which is added, The Recruiting Serjeant […] also undoubtedly points 
towards the end of the century and the wars with France. 
In total, though, Chalmers’s chapbooks can be simply characterised: they 
consist mostly of eight pages, with a single woodcut on the title-page, the 
occasional ornamental division within the text itself, and otherwise no 
accompanying illustrations other than sometimes a woodcut on the fi nal page, 
after the completion of the text. The chainlines are horizontal, and their format 
is usually given as duodecimo. Chalmers’s chapbooks, unexceptionally, were 
printed on poor quality paper. This feature is often explained by a need on the 
part of the printer to keep costs down, and this may be true in many cases, 
including this one, though the Chalmers family was prosperous and very much 
part of polite society in eighteenth-century Aberdeen. But it does raise a 
question as to what extent the physical appearance and paper quality of 
chapbooks were refl ections of cultural expectations. Overall, Chalmers’s 
chapbooks are typographically utterly conventional and share their features 
with the multitude of chapbooks printed at broadly the same time 
throughout Britain.44 
The immediate result of a close study of the woodcuts used by Chalmers 
is that we can now assign something like twenty-one additional chapbooks to 
his press, and with a high degree of certainty, some thirty-three broadsides.45 
Indeed, if we allow for the fact that the broadsides were printed within a narrow 
period of time and probably gathered together en bloc, then the total rises from 
thirty-three to forty. Although the dates of printing these broadsides cover only 
thirteen months, it is entirely feasible that they were produced in suffi ciently 
large numbers to have remained in stock for many years afterwards.46 
Why they were printed in 1775 and 1776 is unclear, but they were 
undoubtedly part of a trend: it is noticeable that the 1770s saw a marked rise in 
the number of titles of Scottish songs and poetry – new and reprinted, and with 
a signifi cant proportion in Scots – emanating from Aberdeen presses including 
Ramsay’s Tea-table Miscellany, Gentle Shepherd and Poems (John Boyle, 
1775 and 1776), The Scots Blackbird (Chalmers for William Coke in Leith, 
1766), The Mevis (Chalmers, 1774), Charles Keith’s Farmer’s Ha’ (Chalmers, 
1776), and Alexander Ross’s The Fortunate Shepherdess (Douglas, 1768), the 
publication of which had the support of Professor James Beattie.47 Slightly 
later than the broadsides, Chalmers published a subsequent edition of Ross 
(1778), and three years later, in 1781, Forbes Stephen’s Rural Amusement […] 
written in the Scotch Dialect.  
But the most important result to have been gained from this investigation 
is not further confi rmation of the already well-recognised dominance of the 
Chalmers fi rm as printers in the north-east, nor an exercise in bibliographical 
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exactitude in assigning further titles to that fi rm, nor in offering or advocating 
corrected details of place of printing. Rather, by placing the production of 
these broadsides and chapbooks in Aberdeen, scholars can offer up evidence 
that may contribute to a greater understanding of the print cultural processes 
of that part of Scotland. 
PA RT I I :  R A I S I N G Q U E S T I O N S A B O U T C H A P B O O K W O O D C U T S
Popular prints have received considerable scholarly attention, as have those 
in broadsides, but chapbook images have been relatively overlooked, yet 
many questions arise about them.48 Are there any generalisations that might be 
advanced about some of the woodcuts used on the chapbooks of Chalmers and 
others, particularly on how they may have been intended to have been ‘read’, 
or on their intended use and purpose within the title-page context?49 There are a 
number of possible approaches, as yet certainly tentative and provisional, that 
might provide advantageous ways of thinking about them.
There is, however, one preliminary matter to be considered, relating to the 
overall layout of the title-page. The title-page of The Cruel Cooper of Kirkaldy 
[…] carries the woodcut of a country house that was used several times by 
Chalmers. Its dimensions are modest (see above), the title itself is short, and 
the overall layout of the page (15.7 x 9.5 cms) is balanced and spacious. Yet 
the title-page (trimmed to 15.2 x 9.0 cms) of Four Excellent New Songs; 
called Bryan O’Lin […] embodies the ‘Charles Leslie’ woodcut (see above) 
which is considerably larger and is set with a signifi cantly longer title. It is 
verbally more compressed and looks somewhat unbalanced to contemporary 
judgement. But such a judgement may be the result of overly restrictive and 
limited criteria based on the recognised and recommended styles of layout of 
the majority of (eighteenth-century) books produced for the ‘regular’ trade. 
There is an unambiguous, albeit isolated comment, suggesting the existence of 
somewhat different conventions – a different design aesthetic – in the layout 
of chapbook title-pages. Philip Luckombe, practising printer, noted in his 1774 
Concise History of Printing that the elements of a book’s title-page should 
‘appear of an agreeable proportion and symmetry’, and ‘tho’ setting of Titles 
is generally governed by fancy; yet it does not follow that the excursions 
of every fancy should be tolerated, else too many Titles would be taken to 
belong to Chapmen’s books’,50 though to what an extent such a charge could be 
levelled systematically against Chalmers is disputable. It is, however, true that 
the overall design of (many, not all) chapbook title-pages differs from those 
of other genres, in that they carry depictive woodcuts. It is, in fact, entirely 
characteristic of chapbooks of the period under consideration to carry some 
form of illustrative woodcut. (Over 88% of the chapbooks held by Aberdeen 
University Library have title-page woodcuts.51) It is also arguable that that very 
quality of being characteristic suggests another function of chapbook title-page 
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woodcuts, in that their presence can act as signals or markers, albeit imperfect, 
not so much for the book’s physical features, but for the length and type of text 
found within.
But the broader question remains: assuming that the selection of title-page 
woodcuts for chapbooks was not random, though obviously limited by an 
individual printer’s stock-in-trade, can anything be said about their function 
or functions on the title-pages on which they appeared? With few exceptions,52 
Patricia Fumerton and Anita Guerrini’s conclusion that, ‘on the art historical 
front’, they ‘fi nd little evidence of interest in the low end of broadside 
illustration’, is well taken and equally applicable to chapbook images.53 
Writers and commentators have long drawn attention to the affective 
qualities of chapbook images. The geologist, writer and newspaper editor, 
Hugh Miller, described them as ‘delightful’, Wordsworth as ‘strange and 
uncouth’ and unforgettable, Samuel Bamford, the poet, weaver and working-
class activist, found some ‘horrid and awful-looking’, whilst Thomas Carter, 
trained as a tailor, thought some ‘not a little ludicrous’.54 The writer, signing 
herself as Miss Hunter, and clearly of a similar outlook as Hannah More, was 
distressed at the thought of ‘travelling pedlars […] selling books and pictures 
of the most horrible description […] in female boarding schools’.55 
On the relationship between the verbal text and the woodcut, scholarship 
has not greatly proceeded beyond questioning the appropriateness of the 
image,56 or its relevance,57 or (in a closely related context) the ‘incongruity 
between the text and image’.58 And, whilst discussing ballad printers, Charles 
Hindley has noted that ‘the printers of “broadsides” seldom care whether an 
ornament […] is, or not, appropriate to the subject of the ballad, so long as it is 
likely to attract attention’.59 
The regular re-appearance of an individual woodcut, in different contexts, 
has been frequently noted, to some amusement, if not bemusement. Isabel 
Cameron has observed that ‘the quaint little wood-cuts illustrating the 
chapbooks are interesting productions’. She gives examples, noting that ‘the 
clergyman marrying Maggy and Jocky […] is in turn John Welch, Donald 
Cargill, Ebenezer Erskine and Isaac Watts!’.60 Chalmers’s woodcut of Charles 
Leslie (as in the Garioch Garland […] and Four Excellent New Songs; called 
Bryan O’Lin […]) is a similar such example. It is an accurate depiction of the 
man himself and bears a very strong resemblance to James Wales’s portrait in 
oils in the National Galleries of Scotland.61 So what is the woodcut’s function 
on the title-page of Four Excellent New Songs; called Bryan O’Lin […]? Is 
it straightforwardly inappropriate, as it started life as a depiction of Charles 
Leslie, and actually has the initials ‘CL’ carved into it? 
The concepts with which previous researchers have furnished scholarship 
in discussing chapbook images tend to fall under two headings: suitability and 
relevance. But these need to be teased out a little, as they can be two rather 
different, but often overlapping qualities. We may talk about relevance as in 
some way ‘being about’ a text, as supporting or elucidating the theme or thrust 
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of a text (and this may include the affective quality of the woodcut) as with 
the airborne toy kite in the Edinburgh-printed Taste Life’s Glad Moments: to 
which are added, Begone Dull Care. Lovely Nan. The Woodman. Cuckoo, 1823 
(Figure 16), none of which pieces is remotely elegiac in nature, with Begone 
Dull Care, indeed, being almost defi antly cheerful. 
If a particular chapbook woodcut is regarded as being a direct representation 
of an element of a chapbook story or song, then it becomes clear that a particular 
woodcut might be both relevant and simultaneously inappropriate (unsuitable), 
in the sense of breaching the then accepted conventions of taste, or in some 
way jarring or being offensive to potential readers. A woodcut of a skeleton, 
perhaps with an hourglass and scythe, symbolising death and the plaintively 
transitory nature of life, is likely to have sat uncomfortably on the title-page 
of Taste Life’s Glad Moments […]. Equally hypothetically, a woodcut of a 
toy kite might have been a poor choice for inclusion in the murderous story 
of the maltreated and abandoned Babes in the Wood. If we can accept that a 
chapbook image is best understood in the individual context in which it occurs, 
then the role of the woodcut in Four Excellent New Songs; called Bryan O’Lin 
[…] becomes clearer. Like Charles Leslie, the character, Bryan O’Lin, was, 
according to the song, a person of striking physical features.62 Quite simply, 
in the context of Four Excellent New Songs; called Bryan O’Lin […], the 
woodcut is performing the role of depicting a man with noticeable physical 
features, who, on reading the text, is to be identifi ed as Bryan O’Lin himself. 
And, whilst it is indeed accurate that the woodcut carries the initials, ‘CL’, 
this detail has no bearing on its function in the context of Four Excellent New 
Songs […]. However, such specifi c detail (in the example above, the initials 
of the subject’s name) is relatively rare in eighteenth-century chapbook 
woodcuts, and elements of conversation in speech bubbles or speech banners 
are very infrequently found in such woodcuts, presumably because utterances 
or exchanges would ordinarily link the woodcuts too closely to (a) particular 
individual(s) and a particular story and thus limit their applicability.63 However, 
the rectangular woodcut of two individuals addressing each other as George 
Buchanan and Mr Bishop, is clearly appropriate for John Marshall’s printing, 
in Newcastle upon Tyne, of The Witty Exploits of George Buchanan Commonly 
Called the King’s Fool […].
A further example is provided by the oval woodcut (which bears some 
resemblance to many portraits and engravings of Queen Anne,64 approx. 6.0 
x 5.0 cms) that appears in two broadsides, The Maid’s Hopes in the Lottery 
[…] and, separately, Coridon and Clova […] Oxter my Lassie, and also two 
chapbooks, Four Excellent New Songs. Called Ketty’s Love to Jocky. Johny’s 
[sic] Kind Answer. The Fair Maid. The Longing Maid, printed in 1782, and 
fi nally in Alexander Keith’s early-nineteenth-century production of The 
Faithless Captain; or the Bertray’d Virgin (Figure 17). The role of the woodcut 
was presumably determined by the context in which it appeared. Arriving at 
an understanding of the functions (what it means in the various contexts) of 
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this woodcut is complicated by there being, in the case of the fi rst-mentioned 
chapbook, four separate songs, with three separate subjects/objects, yet one 
very general and obvious feature shared by the texts of Four Excellent New 
Songs […] is that in each case the main subject or object is female, including 
‘Nancy’, a ‘fair maid’, ‘bonny Ketty’ and ‘a longing maid’. 
There is no reason to assume that either the owner of the cut, or the reader 
of the chapbook, were aware of its possible artistic origins. And overall, it is 
possibly safer to assume in this instance that the chapbook reader saw directly 
a depiction of ‘Nancy’ or a ‘longing maid’, depending on context, and not, 
simultaneously, a female fi gure that could be variously interpreted as a courtly 
individual, or Queen Anne, or ‘Nancy’. Indeed, seeing the woodcut only as a 
regal or courtly portrait would have positively inhibited an understanding of 
its possible range of functions.65 Moreover, seeing the ‘Queen Anne’ woodcut 
‘really’ only as a depiction of Queen Anne may consign its appearance in 
other contexts to a derivative status. It might lead, unhelpfully, to a form of 
essentialism and discussions of its unique ‘real’ meaning in contrast to ‘derived’ 
meanings.66 That said, there are instances where seeing a woodcut as initially 
intended deepens and broadens the possible range of meanings it may have for 
a reader (for which, see the example of Yarrow the dog, below). 
The ‘Queen Anne’ woodcut was a visual tool of considerable fl exibility 
and had a breadth of related uses which were largely understandable to those 
who shared a common visual and print culture.67 The woodcut may have had 
both specifi c and general purposes in a number of differing contexts. At the 
head of the song, Oxter my Lassie, it is to be seen as a specifi c depiction of 
the subject, ‘Jenny, both plump and fair’, and in The Faithless Captain, as the 
‘Betray’d Virgin’. However, in Four Excellent Songs […] it did duty in a more 
generalised sense, as illustrating what the songs had in common: i.e. a major 
female character. 
Very many such depictive woodcuts were undoubtedly retained by 
chapbook printers because they could be used in a variety of related contexts. 
At least two chapbooks appeared under the imprint of Robert Hutchison (or 
Hutcheson) of the Saltmarket, Glasgow, carrying a woodcut of two men sword 
fi ghting, a very simple composition, without any form of background, a fact 
that probably added to its breadth of possible use, as in The Genuine History 
of John M’ Pherson, Pat. Fleeming, and Dick Balf, Three Notorious Irish 
Robbers […], and, separately, Rob Roy Macgregor […].68
This generalised function is far from new. Limited parallels can be seen 
both in the use of an individual woodcut to depict a number of specifi c, named 
cities and also to illustrate a generalised urban scene, as discussed by Elizabeth 
Eisenstein; and, rather differently, in spelling and alphabet books where any 
individual object depicted (‘A is for apple’, ‘B is for book’) is generic.69 But 
what these examples indicate is a dilemma faced by printers of chapbook songs, 
which is refl ected, in particular, in those volumes that carry songs on disparate 
themes: how to illustrate the title-page, as it may simply not have been possible 
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(even if that were the printer’s intention) to incorporate a woodcut that could 
have been equally relevant to all discrete sections of the production.70 
There was also a conventional element strongly infl uencing what sort of 
depiction was to accompany a particular song. The woodcut of the Wandering 
Jew that accompanied prints, portraits and broadsides of the same name is 
regularly depicted as a bearded fi gure, wearing a hat and carrying a stick to 
assist his roaming until the second advent of Christ.71 Chalmers followed 
what was a widespread, European, iconographic convention. He portrayed 
the Wandering Jew talking with an individual dressed in seventeenth-century 
style, in his printing of The Wandering Jew [and] Barbara Allen’s Cruelty.
Scholars have drawn attention to a failing of ‘accurate periodisation’72 
between chapbook texts and their images, as though a particular woodcut, 
depicting a dress style of century C, only fully performs its function (however 
defi ned) if used in a chapbook, the story in which is also set in century C, 
otherwise (so the line of thought proceeds) criticisms about an incongruity 
between text and image can legitimately be levelled. Anachronisms between 
text and image are extremely common. The Perthshire Gardeners, printed in 
in Falkirk in 1809 by Thomas Johnston, promotes the major theme of land 
improvement, yet carries as a title-page woodcut an image of Adam and Eve, 
accompanied, as might be expected, by the serpent coiled round a tree. And, 
while it is true that in this instance the periodicity is inconsistent, if we grant 
such woodcuts to have had a specifi c or more general meaning according to 
context, then such an observation may be true but entirely beside the point.73 
The cut of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden raises a yet further question 
over perception. It was a very commonly encountered depiction that very few 
would not have immediately recognised it for what it was. In this instance, we 
may have an example of the process of an identifi cation of a salient aspect, or 
‘seeing as’ with priority given not to who the individuals were, but where they 
were – in a paradisal garden.
Some of the title-pages of Chalmers’s chapbooks show considerable 
restraint, the only embellishments being typographical pieces or ornaments on 
their title-pages. The Crafty Squire’s Garland carries a lady’s half-opened fan 
on the title-page, whilst that of the Duke of Gordon’s Birth Day is limited to 
four fl euron-like pieces forming a square. These were probably for decorative 
purposes only, though it could be argued that they lent aesthetic dignity to the 
page; it is, however, diffi cult to see how they could have provided assistance 
to the reader in elucidating the title or contents.74 In other cases, depictive 
woodcuts of (in the context of the particular chapbook) irrelevant subjects 
were exploited for decorative purposes or their striking appearance. And, at 
this point, it is possible that scholars have identifi ed an interesting intersection 
between visual and print cultures. In spite of the limitations of woodcuts’ 
depictive potential,75 there was a loyalty and attachment (maybe even affection) 
towards at least some of them.76 The crudely cut depiction of Britannia (which 
might have acted as a patriotic reminder, given the suggested late-century 
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dates of the chapbooks (Figure 18)) may be described as not inappropriate, and 
having some limited appeal, but not directly relevant to either of the chapbooks 
in which it appears (i.e. Two Excellent New Songs: Will Ye Go and Marry. 
To which is added, Edom of Gordon, and, Last Dying Speech and Travels of 
William Walker … to which is added, The Plumber.)
Summarily, the relevance of a depictive woodcut to a text or group of texts 
(as with a garland) could have been specifi c or generalised, depending on 
individual context, or totally irrelevant to the subject matter, in which case the cut 
has probably been used for purely decorative purposes.77 A depictive woodcut 
may also have been relevant in that it was symbolic, and very conventional 
examples are found amongst Chalmers’s broadside cuts, including some (skull 
and bones within a coffi n) on the precept of memento mori (see the reference 
to A Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady above). Relevance may 
have been a highly desirable feature of any chosen woodcut, but (allowing for 
its size) that quality simply did not guarantee its inclusion. What was essential 
to the printer of the time was that whatever woodcut was used, at its most 
basic, fundamental level, it was not to be considered as inappropriate. Yet this 
suggestion as it stands is manifestly incomplete, as any analysis of chapbook 
images will have to allow for some being not only decorative, but also being 
meaningful in contexts beyond the (verbal) text itself. The woodcut of the 
‘trader and barrel’, used by both Chalmers and Alexander Keith, serves as 
such an example (see above, Four Excellent New Songs; called the Greenland 
Fishery […] and An Excellent Old Song entitled Young Beichan and Susie Pye 
[…]; Figure 16). It is found in various compositional forms: in The Wounded 
Hussar: to which are added, A Celebrated Indian Death-song. Savourna 
Delish […] (1799), it is the dark-skinned individual who sits astride a barrel, 
smoking a pipe. The fi gure also (and unsurprisingly) appears in chapbook 
woodcuts emanating from England, an example of which is Swindells’ An 
Excellent Garland […] containing Four Choice Songs; 1. The King and Prince 
of Drunkards […], printed in Manchester in about 1785. 
These particular chapbook woodcuts contain many of the compositional 
elements (hogshead or barrel, pipe, Native American headdress, tobacco plant 
leaves, a non-confrontational social setting) that are to be found in eighteenth-
century tobacco advertisements. The similarities are very noticeable.78 And, 
while some may have seen these chapbook images in simple, almost physical 
terms (a fi gure standing, smoking) the elements within the woodcuts add up to 
being an allusion to a major source of Britain’s prosperity, in the form of the 
tobacco trade and its (enforced) supply of labour. 
It may also be a mistake to dismiss all chapbook woodcuts as only 
superfi cially interesting and as merely supplementary to the text. Some may 
have been perceived as having considerable iconological force. Such an 
argument could be advanced by citing two closely related Aberdeen-printed 
chapbooks, produced by Alexander Keith ‘for the Flying Stationers’. The Cries 
of the Poor […] carries a woodcut, captioned ‘Yarrow’, of an animal sadly hung 
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by the neck (Figure 19). The image has nothing to do with the ballad recorded 
in Child, ‘The Braes o’ Yarrow’, but everything to do with the story of the dog, 
Yarrow, who, along with its master, had taken to the crime of sheep stealing, 
for which both were hanged.79 For those who did not know the story, the image 
was probably little more than an animal called Yarrow being hanged. For those 
who were familiar with the events, it was a depiction of what befell one of the 
central characters of an apparently well-known series of crimes that were said 
to have taken place in Peeblesshire. Yet for those who both knew the story, 
and could relate it to the extended sub-title of the chapbook, of cries, ‘directed 
to Heaven against the Oppression of the hard hearted farmers and wretched 
Meal-dealers’, it may have had a much more direct, threatening and ominous 
meaning. The chapbooks, advertised as being in two parts, were linked by 
subject, and were an attack on unrestrained profi teering and manipulation of 
the price of meal (such perpetrators were described as thieves, robbers and 
bloodsuckers80) and were sympathetic towards the consequential suffering of 
those on low wages. The title-page woodcuts of both parts (Figures 19 and 20) 
reinforce each other’s message: profi teers would suffer at the hands of justice 
if they continued their selfi sh ways. But for whom might such a message 
have been intended? Presumably for the low-waged and those who were seen 
to be suffering, and as such the woodcuts may have had a cohesive role in 
establishing an attitude and emergent class-consciousness towards the social 
and economic problem. 
Some chapbook woodcuts could be used in a wide variety of related contexts, 
and their appearance was suffi ciently frequent for them to be regarded as motifs. 
The parting of the sailor from his loved one was an extremely common ballad 
theme – and unsurprisingly so, given Britain’s reliance on seaborne trade and 
defence – to the extent that they were virtually stock characters. So common 
were depictions of the sailor, his parting and his return that Bewick noted that 
‘in cottages everywhere were to be seen [prints of] the ‘Sailor’s Farewell’ and 
his ‘Happy Return’.81 
The considerable commonality between popular prints (however defi ned), 
broadside images and those appearing in chapbooks has long been recognised, 
but there is a yet wider view to be taken that has been partially overlooked. It 
is a pity that Margaret Lambert and Enid Marx did not further develop their 
very pertinent insight that, ‘when woodcuts and engavings [sic] for the street 
broadside were at their height, their style much infl uenced the popular art form 
of transfer pottery’.82 A similar point has emerged in M. A. V. Gill’s work on 
Tyne and Wear potteries and the work done for them by Ralph Beilby and 
Thomas Bewick, where the author notices that ‘“Poor Jack”, “Jack on a Cruise” 
and similar maritime motives were favourites in the north-east [of England…]. 
On local pottery, after “Sunderland Bridge”, the sailor designs are probably 
of the most frequent occurrence’83 (Figure 21). And indeed, the stylistic and 
thematic similarities are clear and can be found on a wide variety of eighteenth- 
and early nineteenth-century British ceramic ware. The relative compositional 
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simplicity, the same or similar subject matter (sailors’ farewells and returns, 
ships at anchor or under way, frequently accompanied by a few lines of verse), 
along with a similar style of depiction, with dates of composition from the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, are cumulatively strongly suggestive 
of a broader art-historical context, of which chapbook images are but one part 
(Figure 22).84 One important feature of a possible wider art-historical context 
resides in the fact that while many of the texts of broadsides and chapbook 
garlands printed in Scotland may have been aimed particularly at a Scottish 
market (though by no means all were),85 the imagery employed was shared by 
chapbook printers on both sides of the border and forms part of the popular 
visual culture of Britain. 
Figure 22: A Collection of New Songs [...]. Newcastle upon Tyne: 
G. Angus, n.d. (Aberdeen University Library. Special Collections 
& Archives. LibR 82:3985 Cha g8.30) 
Available evidence suggests that the Chalmers fi rm abandoned chapbook 
printing sometime between 1797 (see Jocky to the Fair, above) and 1810. In 
that latter year the management of the printers passed to David, the son of 
James Chalmers III, and the imprint changed accordingly to D. Chalmers & 
Co., and no chapbook is known to have been published under that form of 
imprint. We can say when Chalmers & Co. withdrew, but as yet, not why. A 
marked increase in paper prices, due to a shortage of raw materials, was noted 
a number of times in the announcement columns of the Aberdeen Journal 
in 1800 and 1801,86 and might seem a plausible economic reason as to why 
Chalmers & Co. gave up printing chapbooks, but it does not fi t the facts. It was 
in 1801 that Alexander Keith fi rst advertised his ‘extensive assortment’ of song 
books and ballads; ‘notwithstanding the advanced price of papers, [he was able 
to offer] several of the … articles at the usual low prices’.87 
Chapbook printing did not cease in the north-east of Scotland after Chalmers 
& Co. withdrew from that particular market, but its subsequent volume of 
production was undoubtedly low. Keith himself had a business connection 
with Peter Buchan of Peterhead and had been in a variety of partnerships 
and looser associations with two other Aberdeen printers, Alexander Imlay, 
in business, 1800–1837, and William Gordon, 1804–29. Between Keith, 
Imlay and Gordon, they produced about seventeen chapbooks, the earliest 
dated being The Cornwall Tragedy; or, A Brief Narrative of a Strange and 
Bloody Murder, 1801, its imprint including the rather standard form of 
statement, ‘of Whom may be had, a variety of History, Story and Song Books, 
&c.’.88 James Davidson in Banff dallied with chapbook printing, but so far 
as is known, produced only four, all undated, probably produced in the early 
eighteenth century.89
This diminution in chapbook printing in the north-east does not necessarily 
mean that chapbooks were becoming less available for purchase, though there 
is evidence that such was exactly the case in Aberdeen city itself. Although 
the Peterhead printer Peter Buchan had plenty of ballads in stock, his search 
amongst the Aberdeen bookshops on behalf of the collector and poet William 
Motherwell in 1827 for such material yielded what he considered poor results.90 
But even in the early twentieth century, a few chapbooks were kept in print 
by Lewis Smith & Son of Aberdeen, booksellers and regional wholesalers, ‘to 
meet the demands of a few chapmen and hawkers who still frequent … [the] 
country fairs of the north’.91 Their list included Watty and Meg, which can 
be dated to at least the 1790s, The Witty and Entertaining Exploits of George 
Buchanan and Mill o’ Tiftie’s Annie; or Andrew Lammie, the Trumpeter of 
Fyvie, a version of which was printed in a broadside (as Andrew Lammie; or, 
Mill of Tiftie’s Anne) over a century earlier by Chalmers in 1776.92
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P R O V I S I O N A L C E N S U S O F  C H A L M E R S C H A P B O O K S
Note: The Chalmers press sometimes placed its imprint within square brackets, 
which have here been retained and transcribed in the list.
1 The Agreeable Songster, being a Choice Collection of Songs. 
Containing, The Irish Wedding. Willie Wastlie’s Wife. Orange 
and the Blue. The French Navy Cover’d with Glory. Croppies 
Lie Down. 
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen.] 
IU. 
2 The Bride’s Burial. To which is added, The Siege of Gibraltar. And 
the Barking Barber, or, New Bow,Wow Wow.
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen]
ESTC T166690; NLS.
3 The Chaplet being a Choice Collection of Songs. Containing, 
Sailors Journal. The Traveller. The Merry Fellow. The Arethusa. 
Jenny and Roger. The Butterfl y. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
4 The Chearful Companion, being a Choice Collection of Songs. 
Containing, When my Money was Gone. The Batchellor Miller. 
John and Nell. Hark! The Huntsman. Jenny and Roger. The 
Mournful Maid. A Hunting Glee. The Modes of the Court. The 
Cottage on the Moor.
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen.]
ESTC T165125; NLS.
5 Confusion; or, the World in Disorder
Colophon: Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.
ESTC T163145; NLS. 
6 The Crafty Farmer. The Old Man Kill’d with the Cough. Rat Tat 
Too. Jack the Guinea Man. Polwart on the Green. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T192093; NLS. 
7 The Crafty Squire’s Garland. To which is added, The Betray’d 
Lover.
[Aberdeen: printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T192096; NLS; IU.
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8 The Cruel Cooper of Kirkaldy. In Three parts.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Aberdeen.
ESTC T192253; NLS; IU.
9 The Cruel Step-Mother, or the Unhappy Son. To which is added, 
Fame Urg’d him to the Field.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Aberdeen. 
ESTC T192379; NLS; IU.
10 The Duke of Gordon’s Birth Day. To which is added, The Last 
Good Night of the Valiant Johnny Armstrong.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
IU; OU.
11 Eight Excellent New Songs; Called Love and a Bumper. Myrtilla. 
The Charms of Bright Molly. The Highland King. The Highland 
Queen. The Bee. Liberty. Roving Sailor.
Aberdeen: [Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet, Aberdeen.]
OU. 
12 An Excellent New Song: Called The Farmer’s Glory.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC T198031; NLS. 
13 A Famous Sea-fi ght, between Capt Ward, and the Rainbow. To 
which is added, The Ship Paid Off. Jack Tar. Jolly Toper.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen. 
GU; OU. 
14 Five Excellent New Songs; Called the Disappointed Sailor. The 
Rapture. Teach me the Art of Love. Lord Thomas of Winsberry. The 
Ship Paid Off.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.
GU. 
15 Five Excellent New Songs; Andro’ and his Cutty Gun. Buttery May. 
The Jolly Beggar. The Carle he Came o’er the Craft. Fy, gar Rub 
her o’er wi’ Strae. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co.Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
16 Four Excellent New Songs; Called Barbara Allen’s Cruelty; or the 
Young Man’s Tragedy. The County of Cavin. The Injur’d Fair. The 
Thirsty Lover.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC T182720; NLS. 
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17 Four Excellent New Songs; Called Bryan O’Lin. Capt. 
Delany’s Ramble. The Lady’s Answer. Lovely Nancy and the 
Handsome Serjeant.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen]
ESTC T182757; NLS. 
18 Four Excellent New Songs; Called The Greenland Fishery. Pull 
Away, Pull away. Tom Halliard; or, The Sailor’s Dying Request. 
My Willy was a Salor Bold.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU.
19 Four Excellent New Songs; Called The Jovial Tinker and the 
Farmer’s Daughter. To which are added, The Conghannan Maid. 
The Amorous Lover. The Grateful Admirer.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T182760; NLS. 
20 Four Excellent New Songs; Called The Poor Man’s Council; or, 
The Marryed Man’s Guide. The Shady Green Tree. The Dumb 
Woman Turn’d Scold. The Beds of Roses. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T182762; NLS. 
21 Four Excellent New Songs; Called Ketty’s Love to Jocky. Johnny’s 
Kind Answer. The Fair Maid. The Longing Maid.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
GU; OU. 
Ketty’s Love to Jocky doubtfully attributed to Rev. John Skinner of 
Longside, Aberdeenshire.
22 Four Excellent New Songs; Entitled Johnny’s Grey-Breeks, with 
The Answer. The Tempest. The Considerate Nymph.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC T182818; NLS; IU. 
23 Jocky to the Fair, with The Answer. To which is added, The Miller 
of Dee. Cruel Creature.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T188407; NLS; IU. 
24 The Jolly Young Fellow. To which is added, The Scottish Kail 
Brose. The Cogie of Ale. My Jolly Sailor Dear. 
Printed by Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen
OU. 
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25 Last Dying Speech, and Travels, of William Walker … to which is 
added, The Plumber.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
ESTC T155014; NLS; GU. 
26 The Lovely Soldier. To which is added Cupid’s Revenge, being 
an Account of a King who Slighted all Women, and was at length 
Forc’d to Marry a Beggar. The Princess Elizabeth’s Lamentation 
while a Prisoner at Wood-stock in 1554. 
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.
IU. 
27 The Mournful Lady’s Garland.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
28 The Norfolk Wonder; or, the Maiden’s Trance. Being a Warning 
Piece to all Wicked Sinners to Forsake their Sins.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co., Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC N471834; NLS. 
29 The Patient Countess. An Old Ballad.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Aberdeen. 
ESTC T197795; NLS; IU. 
30 The Rock and the Wee Pickle Tow.
[Chalmers & Co. Aberdeen.]
IU. 
31 The Rupert’s Glory, an Excellent Sea Song. A New Song. Bacchus 
– the Best Doctor. The Charms of Feasting.
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen.] 
IU. 
32 The Sailor Bold. To which is added, The Recruiting Serjeant. Wat 
ye wha I met Yestreen.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC T201695; NLS; GU; IU. 
33 The Sailor’s Tragedy, or, False Oaths Punished. To which is added, 
The Distressed Sailors on the Rocks of Scilly, The Gallant Sailor. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
PU. 
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34 A Servant Man Became a Queen. To Which is added, The Highland 
Queen. My Granny Was. 
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen. 
GU. 
35 The Ship in Distress. M’Naughton’s Valour. Merrey Maid of 
Fifteen. Love and Wine. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
36 Six Excellent New Songs; Called Jenny’s Bawbee. Cauld Kale in 
Aberdeen. Cock up your Beaver. The Merry Taylor. The Maid Gaed 
to the Mill. Auld Sir Simon the King. 
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.
IU. 
37 The Songster’s Delight, being a Choice Collection of Songs.
Containing, My Nannie O. Bonny Jean of Aberdeen. The Dutchess 
of Newcastle’s Lamentation[.] The London Merchant
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen] 
ESTC T155690; NLS; OU; IU.
38 The Songster’s Delight, being a Choice Collection of Songs. 
Containing, The Young Man’s Dream, with the Maid’s Kind 
Answer[.] The Rover. The Milk Maid, The Returning Sailor. 
The Rat Tat Too. Or Chickibiddy.
[Chalmers & Co. Printers, Aberdeen] 
PU
39 The Taylor’s Garland. In Five Parts.
Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.
NLS. 
40 Three Excellent New Songs; Called The Irish Wedding. The 
Wee Wifukie. Or, This is no Me. A New Song in Praise of His 
Majesty’s Forces.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.] 
ESTC T174805; NLS; OU. 
41 Three Excellent New Songs; Called The Wicked Wife[,] Think 
na lang, Lassie[,] The Yorkshire Men too Sharp for the Newmarket 
Men.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
OU. 
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42 Three Excellent New Songs: Called the Young Laird of Ochiltree. 
Macpherson’s Rant. Hey Jenny Come Down to Jock.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
43 Two Excellent New Songs; Called the Midnight Messenger or, A 
Sudden Call from Earthly Glory to the Cold Grave. In a Dialogue 
between Death and a Rich Man … To which is added, I Wish that 
you were Dead Goodman.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
44 Two Excellent New Songs; Called Will Ye Go and Marry. To which 
is added, Edom of Gordon.
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU.
45 The Ulster Tragedy, or, The Fortunate Lovers. To which is added, 
The Kiss; or, How can you Blame? The General Toast. His 
Wanting the Will. 
[Printed by J. Chalmers & Co. Castlestreet Aberdeen.]
IU. 
C H A P B O O K T I T L E S  A S S I G N E D TO C H A L M E R S
1 Christ on the Cross, Suffering for Sinners
Printed in February 1785.
Ascribed by Kellas Johnstone to the Chalmers Press.
ESTC T201375 AU 
2 Cogitations upon Death; or, Mirrour of Man’s Misery
Printed October 26th, 1782
Ascribed by Kellas Johnstone to the Chalmers Press.
ESTC T190295 AU. An 8vo edition previously published by John 
Forbes of Aberdeen, 1681. (ESTC R171861). 
3 Falkirk, John (pseud): Comical and Witty Jokes of John Falkirk the 
Merry Piper
Aberdeen: printed in the year 1790
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of the tailpiece woodcuts. 
ESTC T194393 OU
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4 The Farmers Glory. 
Entered according to order.
Heavily and badly trimmed. 
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcut.
GU. 
5 Four Excellent New Songs. Called Ketty’s Love to Jocky … 
Johnny’s Kind Answer. The Fair Maid. The Longing Maid.
Printed in the year 1782.
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts.
ESTC T182827 NLS. 
See note to item 21, above.
6 Four Excellent New Songs; Called Ketty’s Love to Jocky. Johnny’s 
Kind Answer. The Fair Maid. The Longing Maid.
Printed in the year 1784.
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of ornamental type pieces.
OU.
See note to item 21, above.
7 Four Excellent New Songs. The Great Messenger of Mortality; or, 
A Dialogue betwixt Death and a Lady.
No imprint. 
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts.
GU. 
8 Four Excellent New Songs: The New Way of the Lass of Benochie. 
The Mills of Drum. The Hopetouns at Banff. Petticoat Wooing.
Printed at Aberdeen October, 1793.
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts
ESTC 182939 NLS. 
9 The Garioch Garland: [the] Life and Death of the Famous Charles 
Leslie, Ballad-singer, commonly called Musle-mow’d Charlie. Who 
died at Old Rayne, aged Five Score and Five. To which is added, 
Two excellent New Songs, entitled and called Johny Lad and the 
Old Way of the Highland Laddie, by the foresaid Author. With the 
Right and True Effi gies of the said Charles Leslie. 
Licensed and Entered according to Order. 
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts
ESTC T176926 OU
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10 The Old Scots Poem of Chryste-Kirk on the Green, attempted in 
Latin Heroic Verse.
Printed in the Year 1772
ESTC T193471: tipped-in note on BL copy assigns to Aberdeen.
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of title-page ornament.
Latin translation attributed to Rev. John Skinner of Longside, 
Aberdeenshire.
11 Lothian Tom. 
The History and Comical Transactions of Lothian Tom, in six 
parts. Part 1
Still doubtful. Maybe printed in Aberdeen. Carries woodcut of 
arms of Aberdeen.
ESTC T194134 NLS
12 Mac-Cloud, George: The Mutual Love between Christ and his 
Church in two Serrmons
Printed in the Year 1783 
Ascribed by Kellas Johnstone to the Chalmers Press
ESTC T170757 AU
13 Peter and Betterish; or, The Woman’s Spleen Abated; being a Little 
Labour well Bestowed, in Quelling the Rage and Fury of a Scold. 
Performed by Peter Painter, after a Fierce and dangerous Combat 
with Betterish Boldface his Wife 
Aberdeen: printed in 1739
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts
ESTC T206305 NLS
14 Price, Laurence: A Key to Open Heaven’s Gate! Or a Ready Path-
way to Lead Men to Heaven
Printed August 6th 1784
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts; ascribed by Kellas 
Johnstone to the Chalmers Press
AU
15 Shepherd, T., The Christian’s Pocket-book: being a Collection of 
Familar Exhortations to the Practice of Piety
Printed in the Year 1782
Ascribed by Kellas Johnstone to the Chalmers Press
ESTC T165816 AU 
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16 [Three excellent new ] Songs, entitled: The Cries of the Poor 
against the Oppression of the Rich. Donald’s Lamentation for his 
Whisky Pot. Think na’ lang Lassie
Printed in May, 1781
Asssigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcut. 
ESTC T176932 OU 
17 A Warning to the Wicked; Containing Wonderful Prodigies of the 
Judgments of God upon Atheists
Prired [sic] in the year 1781
Ascribed by Kellas Johnstone to the Chalmers Press
ESTC T193068 AU 
18 The Whole Prophecies of Scotland, England, France … by Thomas 
Rymer, Merling, Beid…Sybilla.
Aberdeen: [Chalmers & Co.,], 1774
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts
ESTC T17228 BL
19 The Whole Prophecies of Scotland, England, France … by Thomas 
Rymer, Merling, Beid…Sybilla.
Aberdeen: M,DCC,LXXIX [1779]
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts
ESTC T27895 BL; AU 
20 Wilcocks, Thomas: A Choice Drop of Honey from the Rock Christ.
Printed in July 1782
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcuts; ascribed by Kellas 
Johnstone to the Chalmers Press
ESTC T165339 AU
21 The Wonder of Wonders.
Printed in this present year
Assigned to Chalmers on the basis of woodcut.
GU
[22] Aristotle’s True Fortune-teller, containing a Great many Rare and 
True Receipts for Love.
Aberdeen: Published for the instruction of Young Men and Maids, 
Bachelors and Widows, 1786. 
Possibly Chalmers (assuming the place of publication is correct) 
but the title-page woodcut not identifi ed elsewhere.
ESTC T183686 OU
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S
AU Aberdeen University Library
BL British Library
GU Glasgow University Library
IU Indiana University. Lilly Library
NLS National Library of Scotland
OU Oxford University. Bodleian Library
P Princeton University Library
B R I T I S H L I B R A RY.  1346.M.7 (1–42):  A  S H O RT-T I T L E L I S T 
O F  B R O A D S I D E S 
DA: direct attribution to Chalmers
IndA: indirect attribution. See main text for explanation
1 Sailor Bold. The Bride’s Burial. The Jolly Toper. 
Dated: March 12th 1776. IndA
ESTC T47018; T29600
2 The Six Stages of Man’s Life Displayed. The Heavenly Damsel, or, 
The Parent’s Blessing. 
Dated: Feb 1776. DA
ESTC T36068; T48400
3 I. The Cruel Knight and the Farmer’s Daughter. II. The New Way 
of Gilderoy. 
Dated: March 4th 1776. DA (Ornamental type pieces as in The 
Mevis, Chalmers, 1774.)
ESTC T34452
4 The Maid’s Hopes in the Lottery. The Lass on the Brow of the 
Hill[.] Get Married as Soon as you Can. Peggy Bawn. 
Dated: February 13 1776. IndA
ESTC T38876; T37553; T43834; T40802
[Repeated as item 12]
The Lass on the Brow of the Hill attrib. to Mary Jones (ESTC). 
5 Two New Songs, entituled I. The Spanish Man of War. II. Robin 
Hood. What Ails the Lasses at Me? 
Dated: May 6th. IndA (Ornamental type pieces as in 20, below).
ESTC T52112; T52355
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6 Young Grigor’s Ghost [and] The Butcher’s Daughter. 
Dated: May 14th 1776. IndA
ESTC T52880; T29820
7 Down by a River-side … Bonny Helen Symon. An Elegy.
Dated: March 20th 1776. DA 
ESTC T34876; T22968; T139051 
8 The Free and Accepted Mason. A Bohny [sic] Young Lad is my 
Jocky. Jocky’s Kind Answer. [p.2]: The Duke of Gordon’s Daughter. 
Dated: September 8th 1775. 
Printed both sides.
ESTC T40167; T35013
9 Captain Delany’s Garland, containing 5 New Songs. I. Captain 
Delany’s Garland. II. Robin Hood and the Proud Pedlar. III. Roger 
the Miller. IV. The Liverpool Sailor. V. Love and Friendship. 
Dated: July 1775. IndA (Woodcuts of a coastal smack and schooner 
as in 30 below).
ESTC T19914 
10 The Buchanshire Tragedy; or Sir James the Ross. The Taylor of 
Hogerglen’s Wedding.
Dated: February 3d 1776. IndA 
ESTC T29757; T49893
The Buchanshire Tragedy attrib. to Michael Bruce (ESTC). 
11 The Blind Beggar’s Daughter of Bednal-green. The Bonny 
Highland Lad.
Dated: June 27th 1776. 
ESTC T22897
12 Repeated – as item 4
13 The Bonny Lass of Bennachie. 2. The Slighted Maid’s Kind 
Invitation, or O the Money! 
Dated: March 1776. IndA
ESTC T22975
14 Coridon and Clora. The Flowers of Edinburgh. The Praises of the 
Weavers. Oxter my Lassie. 
Dated: September 1775. IndA 
ESTC T34175; T35629; T43535; T44160
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15 The Berkshire Lady’s Garland: or, Batchelors of Every Station. The 
Birks of Invermay. The Price of a Lady’s Gown.
Dated: May 1775. IndA. 
ESTC T21544; T44287
16 The Wandering Jew, or, The Shoemaker in Jerusalem … Barbara 
Allen’s Cruelty[;] or, The Young Man’s Tragedy. 
Dated: Sept 26th 1775. DA.
ESTC T52188; T21372
17 An Excellent New Song on the Battle of Culloden. Composed by 
John Teacle … The Haughs of Cromdale. 
Dated: April 4 1776.
ESTC T33741; T36035
18 The Roving Maids of Aberdeen’s Garland: containing, I. The 
Humours of the Age… 
II. The Roving Maids of Aberdeen. III. The Golden Glove. 
Dated: 30 Jan 1776. Ind A (Ornamental type pieces as in 2, above 
and 40, below).
ESTC T45247
19 The Bristol Garland … An Excellent New Song entituled Lord 
Thomas’s Tragedy. 
Dated: 27 April 1776.
ESTC T29674; T33738 
20 The Black-a-moor in the Wood. Balance a Straw. An Excellent New 
Song Entituled, The Bonnet so Blue. 
Dated: Dec 20th 1775. IndA
ESTC T22872; T21336.
Balance a Straw attrib. to Smollett (ESTC). 
21 St Bernard’s Vision. Mournful Melpomene: or, The Lady’s Farewel 
to the World.
Dated: June 20th 1776. IndA
ESTC T48519; T41474
22 The Christian Sacrifi ce … The Soul’s Breathing after Christ … 
Dated: July 16th 1775. IndA 
ESTC T30671; T49538
23 The Factor’s Garland, in Four Parts … Corn-Riggs are Bonny. 
Dated: June 6th 1776. IndA. (Ornamental type pieces as in 40, 
below.)
ESTC T35136
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24 Charly is my Darling. O’er Bogie. The Wandering Shepherdess. 
Undated, but 1775 or 1776.
DA
ESTC T30518 
25 An Excellent New Ballad, entituled Follow me over the Mountain. 
Three New Songs: viz I. Thro’ the Wood Laddie. II. The Weaver. III. 
Bob and his Landlady. 
Dated: March 20th 1776. DA. (Ornamental type pieces as in The 
Mevis, Chalmers, 1774.)
ESTC T33717; T50288
Repeated as item 33
26 A Memorable Song on the Lamentable, Bloody, and Unhappy 
Hunting at Chevy-Chace. Hearts of Oak. Clout the Cauldron. 
Dated: 28 April 1776 IndA
ESTC T39167; T139270
Hearts of Oak attrib. to Garrick (ESTC). 
27 My Son Johnny O … II. A Bunch of Green Ribbons. Andrew 
Lammie: or, Mill of Tiftie’s Anne. II. Betty Brown. 
Dated: 22 May 1776. IndA. (Ornamental type pieces as in 2, 
above).
ESTC T41675; T21887
28 The New Jerusalem. The Mourning Soul for Christ. Undated but 
1775 or 1776. 
ESTC T39876; T41490
29 Montrose Lines … Woo’d and Married and a’. A New Song. 
Dated: 8 July 1776. IndA
ESTC T41402; T52693
Montrose Lines attrib. to James Graham, 1st Marquis of Montrose
Woo’d and Married and a’ attrib. to Mrs Scott (ESTC). 
30 The Gosford Tragedy … The Sake of Gold. A Love-song, to the 
Tune of Andrew Lammie. 
Dated: August 1775. DA
ESTC: T35748; T47035
31 The Jovial Tinker & Farmer’s Daughter. The Rakes of Malo. Rule 
Britannia. The King and the Bold Sailor. 
Undated but 1775 or 1776.
ESTC T29238; T29414; T143081
Rule Britannia attributed to David Mallet (ESTC). 
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32 The Gallant Grahams. Captain Johnston’s Last Farewell. 
Dated: 2 March 1776. DA
ESTC T40390; T19919
33 Repeated as item 25
34 The Greenwich Garland … Two New Songs, a Lgiht [sic] Heart 
and a Thin Pair of Breeches. The Spinning of the Tow.
Dated: July 5 1775. DA
ESTC: T35874; T52111
35 I. Fair Margaret’s Misfortunes … II. The Auld Goodman. III. 
Roslin Castle. IV. The Young Damsel’s Lamentation. V. The 
Number of Kisses. 
Dated: 25 April 1776. DA and IndA. (Ornamental type pieces as in 
20, above, and in Patrick Walker, Some Remarkable Passages on 
the Life of Alexander Peden, Chalmers, 1763). 
ESTC T35166
36 John Armstrong’s Last Good-night … The Downfall of Gilderoy. 
An Excellent New Song: intituled, Love will Find out the Way. 
Dated: 6 May 1776 DA
ESTC T29104; T34882
37 The Babes in the Wood. The Rainy Bow[.]
Dated: 11 February 1776 DA
ESTC T21317; T46262
38 Two Excellent New Songs, intituled, John of Badenyon, II: The 
New Way of Tullochgorum. A New Song on the Jovial Sailor. 
IndA
John of Badenyon dated: January 1776
Jovial Sailor dated: February 2 [1776]
ESTC T52072; T39997
John of Badenyon and Tullochgorum usually attributed to Rev. 
John Skinner of Longside, Aberdeenshire.
39 Gill Morice. Time Enough Yet.
Dated: Sept 23 1775 DA 
ESTC T40813; T50329
40 A Dialogue between Death and a Beautiful Lady. The Sorrowful 
Lover’s Regrate.
Dated: May the [5th?] 1776 DA
ESTC T31799; T49530
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41 The Ravelled Booking of the Ord. Ranty Tanty. 
Dated: April 1776 DA
ESTC T46308; T46284
42 The Yarmouth Tragedy … The Witches’ Song. 
Dated: Sept 7 1775
ESTC T52859; T52614 
